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A B S T R A C T

Theoretical models and recent advances in the treatment of anorexia nervosa (AN) have increasingly focused on
the role of alterations in the processing and regulation of emotions. To date, however, our understanding of these
changes is still limited and reports of emotional dysregulation in AN have been based largely on self-report data,
and there is a relative lack of objective experimental evidence or neurobiological data.

The current functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study investigated the hemodynamic correlates of
passive viewing and voluntary downregulation of negative emotions by means of the reappraisal strategy de-
tachment in AN patients. Detachment is regarded as adaptive regulation strategy associated with a reduction in
emotion-related amygdala activity and increased recruitment of prefrontal brain regions associated with cog-
nitive control processes. Emotion regulation efficacy was assessed via behavioral arousal ratings and fMRI ac-
tivation elicited by an established experimental paradigm including negative images. Participants were in-
structed to either simply view emotional pictures or detach themselves from feelings triggered by the stimuli.

The sample consisted of 36 predominantly adolescent female AN patients and a pairwise age-matched healthy
control group. Behavioral and neuroimaging data analyses indicated a reduction of arousal and amygdala ac-
tivity during the regulation condition for both patients and controls. However, compared with controls, in-
dividuals with AN showed increased activation in the amygdala as well as in the right dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (dlPFC) during the passive viewing of aversive compared with neutral pictures.

These results extend previous findings indicative of altered processing of salient emotional stimuli in AN, but
do not point to a general deficit in the voluntary regulation of negative emotions. Increased dlPFC activation in
AN during passive viewing of negative stimuli is in line with the hypothesis that the disorder may be char-
acterized by excessive self-control. Taken together, the data seem to suggest that reappraisal via detachment may
be an effective strategy to reduce negative arousal for individuals with AN.

1. Introduction

How we process and regulate emotions has important consequences
for our physical and mental well-being (Gross and Muñoz, 1995).
Emotion regulation refers to the processing, intensifying, weakening,
altering or maintaining of emotions in a goal-directed manner (Gross &
Thompson, 2007). According to contemporary theories of anorexia

nervosa [AN; Haynos and Fruzzetti, 2011)] and bulimia nervosa [BN;
(Fairburn et al., 2003)] altered emotion processing and regulation
mechanisms are thought to play an important role in the development
and maintenance of the disorders (Haynos and Fruzzetti, 2011; Racine
and Wildes, 2015; Schmidt and Treasure, 2006; Treasure and Schmidt,
2013; Wildes et al., 2014).

Clinical observations of AN patients are also suggestive of relatively
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elevated self-control (e.g. ability to abstain from food intake and reg-
ulation of hunger) and perseverative, obsessive and rigid thinking styles
(Danner et al., 2012; Tenconi et al., 2010). Consistent with these ob-
servations, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have
found alterations in fronto-parietal networks indicative of increased
cognitive control and self-control (Boehm et al., 2014; Ehrlich et al.,
2015; King et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2014; Zastrow et al., 2009). As re-
search has placed self-control as an important mechanism within
emotion regulation functioning (Paschke et al., 2016), one might expect
superior emotion regulation capacities in AN patients.

At the same time, AN appears to be characterized by alterations in
general aspects of emotion processing, such as emotional awareness and
emotion recognition (Harrison et al., 2009; Kolar et al., 2017; Parling
et al., 2010). Unsurprisingly, increased emotional reactivity to disorder-
relevant (food and body) stimuli has been observed (Zhu et al., 2012).
Broader impairments in emotion regulation have also been reported
(Lavender et al., 2015; Oldershaw et al., 2015) which may entail in-
creased usage of maladaptive emotion regulation strategies such as
suppression or rumination (Aldao et al., 2010). These self-reported
deficits in emotion regulation are assumed to persist even after recovery
(Haynos et al., 2014). To date, almost all studies assessing processing
and regulation of emotions in AN used classical self-report ques-
tionnaires. This is potentially problematic not only because individuals
with AN often have difficulties with emotion awareness and recogni-
tion, but also a tendency towards emotional avoidance (Oldershaw
et al., 2015; Wildes et al., 2010). Moreover, several studies have found
discrepancies between self-reported emotional and physiological re-
activity to emotional events (Nandrino et al., 2012; Zonnevylle-Bender
et al., 2005). Thus, individuals with AN may have difficulties accurately
reporting their emotions and judging their emotion regulation skills.
Employing experimental methods to assess processing and regulation of
negative emotions and the underlying neural mechanisms might over-
come the disadvantages of self-report measures and have the potential
to significantly contribute to our understanding of over- or dysregula-
tion of negative emotions in patients with AN.

Overall, functional neuroimaging studies support behavioral find-
ings of altered processing of emotions in AN. Group differences in
neural responses to food and body stimuli have been found in visual,
limbic as well as frontal brain regions (Zhu et al., 2012). Previous
findings in voluntary regulation of positive emotions during the same
paradigm in AN patients did not uncover any group differences between
passive viewing and distancing in the ventral striatum, a region asso-
ciated with reward processing (Seidel et al., in press). However, altered
emotion processing in AN (based on self-reports) has been most fre-
quently reported specifically with regards to negative emotions (Engel
et al., 2013). To our knowledge, the neural mechanisms underlying
voluntary regulation of negative emotions in patients with AN have not
been investigated.

The majority of experimental studies investigating voluntary emo-
tion regulation in healthy populations have focused on reappraisal.
Reappraisal involves either the reinterpretation of or the detachment
(e.g. by adopting the perspective of a distanced and uninvolved ob-
server) from an emotionally valenced event (Gross, 1998, 2013;
Ochsner et al., 2012). Models of the neural circuitry underlying re-
appraisal include prefrontal and cingulate brain regions which have
been implicated in cognitive control (Dosenbach et al., 2008; Paschke
et al., 2016). It is generally assumed that these brain regions [e.g. the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC)] modulate activity in posterior
and subcortical systems that generate emotional responses. These no-
tions have largely been supported by experimental findings (Goldin
et al., 2008; Kanske et al., 2011; McRae et al., 2012; Ochsner & Gross,
2013; Ochsner et al., 2012).

The aim of the current study therefore was to use an established
emotion regulation paradigm (Eippert et al., 2007; Ochsner et al., 2002;
Walter et al., 2009) to investigate the neural correlates of reappraisal
via detachment (distancing) as a voluntary emotion regulation strategy

to reduce arousal in AN. Given the aforementioned heterogeneous
findings suggesting deficits in the processing and regulation of emotion
as well as increased cognitive control in AN, the current study sought to
shed more light on these processes in the context of negative, but dis-
order-unrelated, visual stimuli. Using subjective (arousal ratings) and
objective (fMRI) data, we were interested not only in whether patients
would show increased sensitivity to negative (disorder-irrelevant) sti-
muli presented in our task, but also altered voluntary regulation of
emotions triggered by the aversive images.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

The sample in the current study consisted of a total of 72 female
volunteers: 36 patients diagnosed with acute AN according to DSM-V
(12.1–29.2 years old) and 36 pair-wise age-matched healthy controls
(HC; 12.1–29.0 years old). The sample was identical to that included in
our recent investigation focused on positive emotion regulation (Seidel
et al., in press) with the exception of one additional AN patient and her
matched HC counterpart. AN patients were admitted to an eating dis-
order (ED) treatment program at a university child and adolescent
psychiatry or psychosomatic medicine department and underwent all
assessments within 96 h after beginning a behaviorally-oriented nutri-
tional rehabilitation program. Since only three AN patients (8.3%) were
of the binge-purge subtype, no statistical analyses investigated potential
differences between AN subtypes. To be included in the HC group,
participants had to be of normal weight and eumenorrhoeic. Normal
weight was defined as body-mass index (BMI) equal or above the 10th
age percentile (if 18 years or younger)/BMI equal or above 18.5 kg/m2

(if older than 18 years) or below the 94th age percentile (if 18 years or
younger)/BMI below 28 kg/m2 (if older than 18 years). HCs were re-
cruited through advertisement among middle school, high school and
university students. Exclusion criteria and possible confounding vari-
ables for both groups were obtained using a semi-structured research
interview the SIAB-EX (Fichter and Quadflieg, 2001) and our own semi-
structured interview (for further details please see Supplementary ma-
terial 1.1). Study data were collected and managed using secure, web-
based electronic data capture tools REDCap [Research Electronic Data
Capture (Harris et al., 2009)]. This study was approved by the local
Institutional Review Board, and all participants (and if underage their
guardians) gave written informed consent.

2.2. Clinical, endocrinological and psychometric data

To complement the information obtained with the clinical inter-
views, we assessed ED-specific psychopathology using the Eating
Disorder Inventory [EDI-2 (Thiel et al., 1997)], depressive symptoms
using the Beck Depression Inventory [BDI-II (Hautzinger et al., 2009;
Teri, 1982)] and anxiety levels using the State-and-Trait-Inventory
[STAI/K (Spielberger, 2010)]. To assess habitual emotion regulation,
we used the German version of the Emotion Regulation Questionnaire
[ERQ (Abler and Kessler, 2009)]. For BMI measures, we used the gender
and age corrected BMI-standard deviation score [BMI-SDS (Kromeyer-
Hauschild et al., 2001)]. Plasma samples were collected immediately
prior to scanning and leptin concentration was measured using a
commercially available Enzyme Linked Immunoassay (ELISA; Bio-
Vendor; for details refer to Supplementary material 1.2).

2.3. Emotion regulation task

During fMRI, we used a modified version of an established emotion
regulation paradigm (Diers et al., 2014; Ochsner et al., 2002; Walter
et al., 2009) during which participants were cued to either passively
view a set of negative, positive and neutral pictures or to actively
downregulate any emotions arising in response to the negative and
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positive pictures. During the passively viewing condition participants
were instructed to simply view the picture without trying to modulate
any associated feelings. In the regulation condition they were instructed
to downregulate their feeling via the reappraisal strategy ‘detachment’
(distancing), by trying to take the position of a noninvolved observer.
The instruction for each condition was given by presenting a cue word
laid over the stimulus for 1.5 s stating either ‘view’ or ‘distance’. Image
presentation was completely randomized and the order of the re-
spective conditions was pseudorandomized so that the same condition
(neutral watch, negative watch, negative distance, positive watch, po-
sitive distance) did not occur more than twice in a row. We did not
include a ‘regulate neutral’ condition in the experiment since we as-
sumed no initial emotional reaction that could be downregulated. After
each picture presentation (6 s) participants were asked to rate how
aroused they were at the current moment on a visual analogue scale
(3 s) ranging from ‘very aroused’ (200) to ‘not aroused at all’ (−200;
for detailed trial setup see Fig. 1). After a practice session (17 trials)
participants were asked if they had any difficulties applying the in-
structions and to explain how they complied with the regulation in-
struction. The complete fMRI task consisted of 100 trials (20 per con-
dition) and lasted approximately 23 min. For a more detailed
description, please refer to Seidel et al. (in press) or the supplementary
material which also includes the results of an a priori power analysis
(1.3).

2.4. Image acquisition and processing

Structural T1- and functional EPI-Images were acquired between 8
and 9 AM following an overnight fast using standard sequences with a
3T whole-body MRI scanner (TRIO, Siemens) equipped with a standard
head coil (see also Supplementary material 1.4 for scanning para-
meters).

Imaging data were processed using SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm) within the Nipype framework (http://nipy.sourceforge.net/
nipype/). Functional images were slice time corrected, realigned and
registered to their mean. The preprocessed images were coregistered to
the participant's structural T1-image. A DARTEL template (Ashburner,
2007) was created using the structural images from all participants. The
functional volumes were normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) space using the group template. The resulting data were
smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel (8 mm FWHM). Prior to

statistical analysis, we evaluated data quality by manual inspection and
using artifact detection tools (ART; www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_
detect/) to identify volumes with intensity outliers (> 3SD from the
mean of the time series) and excessive movement (> 2 mm in any di-
rection). Participants were excluded if they showed outliers in> 25%
of frames, which was not the case. Groups did not differ regarding the
number of motion (ANmean = 2.08 (3.64), HCmean = 2.47 (4.92),
p ≥ 0.05) and intensity outliers (ANmean = 6.3 (4.09), HCmean = 5.9
(5.06), p ≥ 0.05).

2.5. Statistical analysis

2.5.1. Self-report data
To test for group differences in the response elicited by the different

conditions (negative watch, negative distance, neutral), we conducted a
3(task condition) × 2(group) repeated measures ANOVA on the arousal
ratings. Post-hoc Bonferroni-corrected tests were used to investigate
differences between the single conditions. To test for possible re-
lationships with psychometric measures, we calculated an arousal
regulation score (negative watch-negative distance of arousal ratings).
Associations between the calculated score and age, BMI-SDS, measures
of ED symptoms (EDI-2), depression levels (BDI-II) and habitual emo-
tion regulation (ERQ) were calculated using Pearson's correlations or
Spearman's rho, if normal distribution was not given. Analyses of be-
havioral data and extracted values were carried out in SPSS 23.

2.5.2. Imaging data
Statistical analysis of the fMRI data involved fitting a general linear

model (GLM) separately for each participant on a voxelwise basis to
model the hemodynamic response to each of the five conditions (neu-
tral, positive/negative watch, positive/negative distance). We modeled
the picture presentation phase as boxcar function with a duration of 6 s
and the subsequent rating as a stick-function (zero duration).
Additional regressors included six motion parameters and one regressor
for each motion or intensity outlier volume as nuisance regressors of no
interest. All events were modeled using a canonical hemodynamic re-
sponse function. Based on previous studies of negative emotion reg-
ulation (Ochsner et al., 2012; Walter et al., 2009) and our research
question of possibly altered emotional reactions to aversive pictures in
AN, we focused on the analysis of the negative pictures [for results of
the regulation of positive images please refer to Seidel et al., (in press)].

Fig. 1. Design of emotion regulation task. Stimulus was shown for 6.5 s with overlaid instruction (1.5 s) ‘watch’ or ‘distance’ Each stimulus was followed by the arousal rating (3 s) and a
jittered (average 3.5 s) fixation cross. Time is shown in seconds.
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To confirm that the emotion induction worked as intended, we first
examined specific activation patterns within the watch conditions by
calculating the contrasts negative watch > neutral watch. To address
the main research question of this study regarding potential group
differences during the regulation condition, we examined the contrasts
negative watch > negative distance and negative watch < negative
distance. At the second level, we conducted independent two-sample t-
tests to assess group differences between these individual contrasts
within a priori anatomically defined regions of interest (ROIs): the bi-
lateral amygdala and dlPFC, as defined by the AAL atlas (Maldjian
et al., 2003; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and implemented in the
WFU PickAtlas toolbox for SPM (Maldjian et al., 2003) using MarsBaR
toolbox for SPM (Brett et al., 2002). To control for false positives, fa-
milywise error correction was performed using 3DClustSim (version
from 3rd of July 2017; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/
program_help/3dClustSim.html). Specifically, the program was used
to run 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the cluster size
above which the false positive probability is below a given α-level
(α = 0.05) for a given voxel-wise p value, which was set at 0.001. At
this voxel-wise threshold (two-sided), clusters with more than six voxels
for the left and right amygdala and 34 voxels for the left and right dlPFC
each corresponded to a combined threshold of p < 0.05 [familywise
error (FWE) corrected] in the respective ROI. The details of supple-
mental exploratory whole-brain analyses are provided in the supple-
mentary material (Fig. S1).

To calculate associations between neural activation in the different
conditions and psychometric measures, we extracted parameter esti-
mates (betas) for the bilateral amygdala and bilateral dlPFC from
clusters within each ROI in the respective contrasts (negative
watch > neutral, negative watch > negative distance, negative
watch < negative distance). The extent of the clusters for extraction of
betas was defined with an uncorrected voxelwise threshold of
p < 0.001.

Similar to the arousal regulation score, we calculated a neural vo-
luntary regulation score by subtracting betas of the negative distance
condition from betas of the negative watch condition for the bilateral
amygdala (extracted from the cluster revealed by the negative
watch > negative distance contrast) and dlPFC (extracted from the
cluster revealed by the negative watch < negative distance contrast).

3. Results

3.1. Demographic and clinical variables, self-report data

As displayed in Table 1, group comparisons revealed the following

results in basic demographic and clinical variables: AN patients did not
differ from their HC counterparts in age, but BMI and leptin values were
significantly lower and both ED symptoms as well as depressive
symptoms were considerably elevated. Patients and HC reported equal
use of the emotion regulation strategy suppression (ERQ). However, AN
reported significantly less use of the reappraisal strategy reinterpreta-
tion compared to HC.

An expected main effect of condition in reported arousal was evi-
dent [F(2140) = 158.53, p ≤ 0.001, η2 = 0.85] and post-hoc tests
confirmed that arousal in the negative watch condition was higher as
compared to neutral watch (p < 0.001, Fig. 2). The data also showed a
significant decrease in arousal during the negative distance condition
compared to negative watch (p < 0.001, Fig. 2). Surprisingly, how-
ever, there were no group differences in arousal ratings in any of the
three conditions [F(2140) = 1.41, p ≥ 0.05, η2 = 0.02]. No associa-
tions between the arousal regulation score and age, BMI-SDS, EDI-total,
BDI or STAI emerged.

3.2. Imaging data - emotion induction

Confirming that the fMRI task elicited an expected activation pat-
tern, exploratory analysis of the main effect of emotion induction
(contrast: negative watch > neutral watch) over both groups revealed
increased hemodynamic activity in the bilateral amygdala (left amyg-
dala [−24 −6 −16], k = 215, tpeak = 9.94; right amygdala [22 −6
−14], k = 248, tpeak = 9.56, for whole brain results see also Fig. S1).
An independent-samples t-test showed significant differences between
the groups within both a priori-specified ROIs (amygdala and dlPFC).
Specifically, compared to HC, AN patients showed increased activity in
the right amygdala (Fig. 3) in response to passively viewing negative
pictures as compared to passively viewing neutral ones. Furthermore,
group differences in two clusters within the right dlPFC and two in the
left dlPFC were found in the same contrast (Fig. 3, Fig. S2). An addi-
tional GLM with age as covariate confirmed the initial results (see
Supplementary material Table S1). No correlations between EDI-total,
BDI or BMI-SDS with neural responses during the viewing of negative
stimuli in either group were significant after correcting for multiple
testing (supplementary material Table S2).

3.3. Imaging data - volitional emotion regulation

A significant main effect of regulation (contrast: negative
watch > negative distance) was evident in the bilateral amygdala [left
amygdala (−26 −4 −18), k = 104, tpeak = 4.07; right amygdala (22
−6 −12), k = 16, tpeak = 3.72], with a decrease in activity during
distance as compared to watch (for whole brain results see also Fig. S1).
Increased activation during distancing (contrast: negative watch <
negative distance) was found in two clusters within the right dlPFC
[dlPFC (16 26 56), k = 129, tpeak = 5.1; dlPFC (40 24 46), k = 64,
tpeak = 4.46]. No group differences were visible in either ROI or con-
trast during explicit emotion regulation (or in an additional GLM with
age as covariate).

The neural voluntary regulation score of the averaged bilateral
amygdala correlated positively with the arousal regulation score
(rho = 0.31, p = 0.008) over all participants, providing further support
that paradigm and analysis strategy produced the expected effects
(Fig. 4). Neither the amygdala nor the dlPFC neural voluntary regula-
tion scores were correlated with age, BMI-SDS, EDI-total or BDI-II
scores.

4. Discussion

The current study is, to our knowledge, the first to examine the
processing and voluntary regulation of negative emotions using fMRI in
patients with AN. In line with the notion of altered emotion processing
in AN (Oldershaw et al., 2011), patients displayed elevated amygdala

Table 1
Results of independent-samples t-tests. AN = Acute anorexia nervosa patients,
HC = Healthy controls, BMI = Body-mass-index, BMI-SDS = Body-mass-index standard
deviation score, IQ = Intelligence quotient, EDI-2 = Eating Disorder Inventory (total
score), BDI-II = Beck Depression Inventory, STAI = State-Trait-Anxiety Inventory,
ERQ = Emotion Regulation Questionnaire. Age is given in years, BMI in kg/m2.

AN (n= 36) HC (n = 36)

Age 16.63 (3.85) 16.90 (3.82)
BMI 14.65 (1.25) 20.72 (2.40)⁎⁎⁎

BMI-SDS −3.21 (1.07) −0.05 (0.63)⁎⁎⁎

Leptin 1.58 (2.35) 12.98 (8.66)⁎⁎⁎

IQ 113.78 (10.87) 112.92 (7.2)
EDI-2 216.23 (45.30) 142.23 (25.8)⁎⁎⁎

BDI-II 23.11 (10.6) 5.74 (4.67)⁎⁎⁎

STAI-state 48.23 (11.94) 33.97 (8.37)⁎⁎⁎

STAI-trait 46.67 (11.62) 33.61 (7.67)⁎⁎⁎

ERQ-Reinterpretation 23.6 (6.99) 27.75 (6.37)⁎

ERQ-Suppression 14.26 (4.97) 13.80 (5.01)

⁎ p < 0.05.
⁎⁎⁎ p < 0.001.
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reactivity to aversive pictures during the baseline condition of simply
watching negative pictures compared to neutral ones. Furthermore,
supporting previous indications of increased and sustained self-control
in AN (Boehm et al., in press, 2014; Brooks et al., 2011; Ehrlich et al.,
2015; Wierenga et al., 2014) we also observed increased dlPFC re-
sponses in this contrast in AN. Confirming the validity of the voluntary
emotion regulation task, patients and HC displayed down-regulation of
subjective arousal and neural responses in the a priori-defined ROI
amygdala via distancing in response to aversive disorder-unrelated
pictures. However, no group differences were visible during the reg-
ulation condition in the amygdala (associated with bottom up proces-
sing) or dlPFC [associated with top-down control processes (Banks
et al., 2007; Kalisch, 2009; Ochsner et al., 2012)].

The majority of research suggestive of functional alterations within
emotion circuits in AN employed paradigms including disorder-related
stimuli, such as images of food and bodies. When exposed to such sti-
muli, patients with AN exhibit greater activation in widespread cortical

and subcortical brain circuits (Zhu et al., 2012), including prefrontal
cortices and the amygdala (Ellison et al., 1998; Joos et al., 2011;
Miyake et al., 2010; Seeger et al., 2002; Vocks et al., 2011). These
hyperactivations, as well as increased amygdala activity in response to
disorder-unrelated stimuli in our study, may reflect heightened nega-
tive emotional arousal elicited by disorder-related and -unrelated ne-
gative visual stimuli. In contrast, studies using emotional (fearful) face
stimuli have found amygdala responses to be normal or blunted rather
than increased in acute and recovered AN (Bang et al., 2016; Cowdrey
et al., 2012; Leppanen et al., 2017). Differences between face and body/
food stimuli might be partially explained by slightly impaired re-
cognition of emotions in faces (Kucharska-Pietura et al., 2004; Pollatos
et al., 2008), altered processing of facial stimuli (Li et al., 2015; Moody
et al., 2015) as well as social anxiety (McAdams and Krawczyk, 2011)
in AN.

Increased activation during negative emotion induction was not
only found in the amygdala but also found in three clusters within the

Fig. 2. Arousal Ratings displaying mean and standard error for each
group during the emotion regulation task for the conditions neutral
watch, negative watch and negative distance. Possible range of rating
was −200 (not aroused) to 200 (very aroused). AN = Anorexia
nervosa patients, HC = Healthy controls. *** = p < 0.001.

Fig. 3. Group differences (AN > HC, T-map) in the contrast negative watch > neutral. Threshold: p < 0.001 at the voxel level with an additional cluster extent threshold of k > 6
(amygdala) and k > 34 (dlPFC) to achieve FWE correction at p < 0.05 (calculated using 3DClustsim). The following locations for peaks were obtained: right amygdala [36 2 −24],
k = 72, tpeak = 4.38; left dorsal dlPFC [−36 44 1], k = 112 tpeak = 4.1; left ventral dlPFC [−32 32 14], k = 78, tpeak = 4.41; right ventral dlPFC [38 40 2], k = 53, tpeak = 4.24; right
dorsal dlPFC [40 46 22], k = 62, tpeak = 3.79. R = right; L = left. dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
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right and left dlPFC in AN patients. We cautiously suggest these findings
to be a possible indicator of active control mechanisms in response to
aversive stimuli even though task instructions required none. Further,
they might even be an indicator of compensatory control mechanisms
mobilized in response to heightened amygdala reactivity. The latter
mechanisms, albeit speculative, might also be the reason why we do not
find differences in subjective arousal ratings. Studies using resting state
and task-based fMRI could also be interpreted in support of the notion
of sustained cognitive control processes in AN (Wierenga et al., 2014).

Interestingly, the current task which applies detachment as adaptive
reappraisal strategy did not reveal any deviations in downregulation of
self-reported negative affect or neural activity during active regulation
in our patient group. A speculative interpretation of this finding could
be that excessive regulatory control in AN does not directly impact
voluntary emotion regulation abilities. Such an interpretation would
stand in contrast to studies using questionnaire data in which adult AN
patients report difficulties in several domains of emotion regulation
(Brockmeyer et al., 2014; Haynos et al., 2014; Merwin et al., 2013;
Svaldi et al., 2012). One possible explanation for the discrepancy be-
tween the self-report literature and the current results could be that AN
patient's answers to their perceived emotion regulation ability are
biased by low-self-esteem and a negativity bias (Cardi et al., 2014;
Fairburn et al., 1999) that is causing them to underestimate the effec-
tiveness of their emotion regulation ability. Additionally it might be
possible that they are lacking access to adaptive regulation strategies
such as reappraisal and use maladaptive ones if not explicitly instructed
to do otherwise. Reappraisal is considered one of the most effective
emotion regulation strategies [successfully regulating negative affect,
peripheral physiological measures, and neural responses (Ochsner
et al., 2012)], whereas other regulation strategies are assumed to have
only short-term effects (Sheppes et al., 2014) or are associated with
paradox rebound effects (Abramowitz et al., 2001). The lack of habitual
use of cognitive reappraisal in our sample as well as an increased re-
ported usage of spontaneous rumination and suppression (both con-
sidered maladaptive) to cope with sad feelings in women with ED
[AN;BN; BED (Naumann et al., 2015)] might support this assumption of
a preference for or eased access to maladaptive strategies when not
explicitly instructed otherwise. This would also explain findings of a
recent emotion regulation study using a startle probe paradigm and the
extent of pupil dilation, which provides an objective measure of arousal
(Racine et al., 2016). During the task, no specific instruction for down-
regulation was given to the participants and AN patients were reported
to have difficulties in down-regulating negative emotions. As they were
free to choose any regulation strategy they might have chosen whatever

was easier to access, which might have included less effective strate-
gies. An alternative explanation may be that patients with the binge-
purge subtype of AN show more deficits in emotion regulation [e.g.
impulse control, and access to emotion regulation strategies
(Brockmeyer et al., 2014; Rowsell et al., 2016; Weinbach et al., 2017)]
than patients of the restrictive subtype. As our sample was pre-
dominantly restrictive our findings go in line with these notions that
individuals with this subtype might have only few deficits in emotion
regulation.

The current results have to be interpreted in the light of several
limitations. First, although we gave explicit instructions and provided
pre-scan training, we cannot be absolutely sure what kind of emotion
regulation strategy participants actually used. Second, AN patients are
known to act in a socially desirable way and to be perfectionistic (Halmi
et al., 2012), which might have biased arousal scores and obfuscated
group differences. It might also be possible that deficits in reported
emotion regulation previously reported in adults increase with age and
chronicity of the disorder and are not visible yet in our on average
relatively young, non-chronic sample. However, despite close pairwise
age-matching and covarying for age in all analyses, the age range of our
sample was broad (12–29 years) and we therefore cannot completely
exclude (neuro-) development as a potentially confounding factor to
our findings. On a similar note, although the current AN and HC groups
did not differ with respect to IQ, future studies should also carefully
match according to education which has been shown to impact emotion
regulation outcomes (Martin and Ochsner, 2016). Third, although we
cannot completely rule out any possible carry over effects from one
condition into the other, the randomization of conditions and the jit-
tered inter-trial interval should have kept it to a minimum (Dale, 1999).
It is also important to note that the current findings of altered amygdala
activation in AN are difficult to dissociate from the acute effects of
starvation on the endocrine system and the brain (Kaye et al., 2009;
King et al., 2018). Nonetheless, the fact that despite these potent effects
there was no group activation differences for the main effect of reg-
ulation speaks to the robustness of the results and points to the possible
specificity of previously reported effects in fMRI studies using food-
specific cues (Phillipou et al., 2014). Indeed, since we carefully filtered
the stimulus material to not show any eating-disorder related pictures,
increased control mechanisms in AN might be limited to stimuli asso-
ciated with food or body related content. For future studies, it will be
also important to more carefully consider whether AN participants
chose different strategies to regulate emotions depending on stimulus
content (especially disorder-relevant and irrelevant), AN subtype and/
or associated arousal [see Sheppes et al., 2011 for a study in HC], and
whether this strategy choice influences neural responses. Also, con-
sidering that previous findings did not show increased reactivity to
positive pictures (Seidel et al., in press), future studies should first as-
sess valence via ratings as well as carefully distinguish between va-
lences of stimuli when interpreting alterations in emotion processing
and regulation. Last but not least future studies should replicate these
findings with larger sample sizes to increase statistical power and en-
able analysis between subtypes.

By showing increased activity in areas associated with the proces-
sing (and possibly automatic regulation) of emotion, this study extends
previous findings of alterations within brain circuitry associated with
emotion generation and cognitive control in patients with AN. As no
differences in subjective ratings and neural response during voluntary
emotion regulation were visible, the current results may indicate that
reappraisal is a feasible strategy to reduce negative arousal in AN pa-
tient populations. Therapeutic interventions might integrate these
findings by providing training to ease access to these strategies in daily
life of patients.
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